
Bulk Delete - A solution in GIO -MkII 
A solution to Content Removal with changes required. 

 
Dear Mark Fletcher, Thank you for providing a fast and responsive list messaging system. We all love it. 
 
On Thursday, 21 November 2019 Duane on GMF sent me here to join the discussion. 
See: https://groups.io/g/GroupManagersForum/topic/60996185#24604 
See: https://beta.groups.io/g/main/topic/34280436 
 
I present my fix to the "Bulk Delete" problem. These changes, if implemented, represent a sensible and consistent 
approach to the problem. It covers ease of use, privacy legislation & an eminently practical approach. When the changes 
are implemented in GIO you will have a truly flexible solution meeting all the needs of Groups.io Inc., Individual Groups, 
Group Owners & Moderators, Individual Subscribers and Privacy Legislation now & for the future. 
Content that can now be deleted is any and/or all Messages, Photos, Albums, associated HashTags, Attachments of 
any file type & Files in the files area. 
 
Thank you for looking.  
Raphael  <raphaelvowles@yahoo.co.uk>  Reading, Berkshire UK 
I am a retired programmer. I'd be happy to discuss this proposal further. 
 
Briefly - The problem can be stated as follows: 
We have established that right now, users can delete their own messages. GIO has GDPR compliance because, among 
other features, "Delete Message" is offered.  
However, there are practical restrictions beyond a subscribers' ability to delete own message/s. 

 Moderators & Subscribers cannot easily delete messages because it is a ONE-AT-A-TIME process.  

 The requirement is to delete "Content". viz. Any and/or all Messages, Photos, Albums, Tags, Attachments & 
Files in the files area. 

 Content is currently simply removed permanently without leaving a trail.  

 There is no Permissions Structure to define "Content Deletion" 

 I suspect that Groups.io Inc does not have a simple way of removing content. Well here it is! 
 
Effecting a means of solving the "Bulk Delete" problem would require some changes in GIO. 
 viz. 

1. Group Settings, (Unsubscribe member delete/keep), (If delete allowed.) 
2. Moderator Privileges, -to delete content. Probably defaults to YES 
3. User Privileges, -to delete content. Probably defaults to YES but subject to group settings 
4. Bulk Delete from Member & Message Search 
5. Delete "Undo" is not sensible 
6. Evidence Trail for compliance proof & audit. 
7. Consideration about if/how deleted content is evidenced in that removed content.  
8. A subscriber left a while ago. How do we comply with a request to delete content? 

 
 
 
  

https://groups.io/g/GroupManagersForum/topic/60996185#24604
https://beta.groups.io/g/main/topic/34280436
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The sections that follow describe the changes needed. I have described my view of a full solution that covers all the aims 
set out above. Of course practical issues may have you choose to implement just a subset of the features.  

Group settings, (Unsubscribe member delete/keep), (If delete allowed.) 
 
Group Settings needs a "Delete Policy" 

 GS-DA-WR Delete allowed "WITH ReasonForDeletion required"  
replacing the text of the "removed" content  in the GIO database. 

 GS-DA-NR Delete allowed "but No ReasonForDeletion is required" causing content  
to be removed completely in the GIO database. 

 GS-NO-DEL Delete NOT allowed -OWNER or ALL privilege can override 
 

Group Settings need a "Unsubscribe Policy" for Content Removal when a Subscriber leaves. 

 UNS-DEL-YES Delete Content when a Subscriber leaves 

 UNS-NOT-DEL DO NOT Delete Content when a Subscriber leaves 
 
Implementing the policy is achieved by automating the selection mechanisms described and then allowing the Content 
removal to proceed without further user interaction. See the Bulk Delete pages. 

Moderator Privileges, -to delete Content. Probably defaults to YES 
GIO already allows multiple Moderators with different privilege including "ALL" and "OWNER" 
 
Moderator privileges need - DeleteContentPrivilege 

 M-DELYES Delete allowed. -Default to YES subject to Group Settings 

 M-NOTDEL Delete NOT allowed 

User Privileges, - probably defaults to YES but subject to group settings 
User (Subscriber) privileges need - DeleteContentPrivilege 

 U-DELYES Delete allowed. -Default to YES subject to Group Settings above 

 U-NOTDEL Delete NOT allowed 
 
Where is this implemented? - Group Wide or per Subscriber? 
This privilege is implemented at Individual Subscriber level such that individual users DO or DO NOT have 
DeleteContentPrivilege. Alternately it could be defined at Group Settings level when a users delete privilege would be 
determined by the setting in Group Settings.  
I am assuming that user DeleteContentPrivilege would be set in individual Subscribers' Group Profile. 
 
 All subject to Group Settings from time to time. See GS-DA-WR, GS-DA-NR & GS-NO-DEL above. 
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Bulk Delete from Member & Content Search 
GIO already has a flexible SEARCH that allows search on "Messages". The Tools option next to the Message Search Box 
allows you to refine the search. Moderators are additionally able to search by Subscriber name.(click the name, get the 
profile  and then - "get all messages by this member". An individual dropdown menu on messages provides more 
information. All that is excellent!) Search results require enhancement to provide: 

 a Select Box to the left of the Content (All, Some, None) 

 an Actions Button at the foot of the search results giving bulk Content actions that apply to all tick box selected 
items. 

The Action Button provides "Delete Selected Content" and other choices not considered here. (Outside of scope) 
{A similar Search, Select, Deselect, Sort on Headings & Action Button is already in GIO in "Member Search".} 
 
The options presented in the Action Button are now conditional on: 

 Group Settings, Moderator Privilege & Subscriber Privilege 
 
The logic for "Delete Content" works as follows:  

1. If Group Settings & individual Subscriber Privilege permit; then Delete the Current Content. 
2. Group Settings may change at any time. Accordingly, the logic has to take account of the "current" settings. 
3. Subject to Group Settings Content is either removed completely or a " ReasonForDelete " is placed instead of the 

Content.  
4. The new "owner" of the Content becomes the Group Owner 
5. The logic is placed on all "Delete Content" actions in GIO namely: 

i. the  pop up "More" menu at the foot of all messages - Delete Message 
ii. the dropdown menu in Message Search Results - Delete Message 

iii. the dropdown menu in the Message Search Topics List - Delete topic 
iv. the dropdown menu in the Message Search Messages List - Delete Message 
v. the Delete Button at the foot of the Edit Message Screen - Delete 

vi. the Action Button discussed here - Delete Content 
 
 
The illustration here shows the current Message 

Search with the  button yielding the

 button  
 
The Action Button is enhanced to allow more 
extensive "ContentSearch". Checkboxes & Radio 
buttons allow fine grained content selection for: 

AnyTime & time variants,  
 

ALL and/or  
 

Messages, 
 

Images,  
 

Attachments  
 

& Files. 
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Content Search Results 
 
Here is an impression of 
how the content search 
results look.  
 
The user selects the 
Content required and 
then clicks the delete 
button. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: "Content" can be: 

 Topics,  

 Messages,  

 Photos, Albums, 

  associated 
HashTags,  

 Attachments of 
any file type  

 & Files in the 
files area. 

 
 
 
Note: Different Content Types & what is shown in Content Search: 
 

Image           Content Type-IMAGE 

 If the content is an Image, then an Image Title & Thumbnail is shown. 

Attachment          Content Type-ATTACH 

 There can be multiple attachments. 

 If the content is an Attachment who's first file is an Image, then an Image Title & Thumbnail is shown.  

 If the content is an Attachment who's first file is a File, then the first Attached File Name is shown. 

File            Content Type-FILE 

 If the content is a File which is an Image, then an Image Title & Thumbnail is shown. 

 If the content is a File which is NOT an Image, then the File Name would be shown. 

Message           Content Type-MESAG 

 If the content is a Message, then the Message Subject & some Message Text is shown. 

Topic           Content Type-TOPIC 

 If the content is a Topic, then the Topic Subject & some Topic Text is shown. 
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Here is the code that describes "Delete Content" logic: 
!   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
IF  ( Subscriber is a Group Owner )   ! Group Owner can override 
OR 
( IF ( Group Settings permit Content Deletion ie. GS-DA-NR or GS-DA-WR )   ! Is delete allowed 

 IF   ( Subscriber has Delete Privilege U-DELYES)   ! Is Subscriber Privileged? 

  OR 

   ( Subscriber is a Moderator WITH Privilege M-DELYES)   ! Is it a Privileged Moderator? 

 ) 

  THEN perform TheDeleteContentProcedure   ! OK - Let us try this removal... 
 End-IF 
     End-IF 
End-IF  
... GO TO proceed to other-stuff... 
!   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Procedure_Name:  TheDeleteContentProcedure 

START... 
Get "ReasonForDelete" OR NONE dependant on Group Settings GS-DA-NR or GS-DA-WR 
   (a drop down of standard reasons or simple text entry) 
PROMPT-FOR the question "Are you sure to permanently delete" warning message. -Allow QUIT to Cancel 
Declare & Initialise all Content Counters 
FOR EACH ElementOfContent  !See Note 1 - ElementOfContent, below. 
 DO  
 Count +1 to "Number of Items of Content Seen Counter" 
 IF   ( Subscriber OWNS this ElementOfContent )   ! Is Subscriber the Owner of this content? 
  OR 

   ( Subscriber is a Moderator WITH Privilege M-DELYES)   ! Is it a Delete Privileged Moderator? 

  OR 
   ( Subscriber is a Group Owner )     ! Group Owner can override 
    THEN DO 
  CASE:  IF ( GroupPolicy is GS-DA-WR AND 
     ElementOfContent  IS-NOT "DeletedPreviously" )   !  #Is_Deleted_By_GIO gets skipped. 
   THEN 
      -Remove the Content & Author from the ElementOfContent  whilst adding ReasonForDelete 
         in place of the ElementOfContent in the Content database. 
      -Revise the ElementOfContent Owner to be "Group-Owner" 
      -Mark the ElementOfContent as #Is_Deleted_By_GIO 
      -Add this particular Content Revision action to the Group Activity Log 
      -Remove Associated HashTags 
      -Count +1 to "Successfully Deleted Contents Counter" 
   End-IF 
  CASE:  GroupPolicy is GS-DA-NR  
   - Remove this  ElementOfContent COMPLETELY from the Content Database 
   -Add this particular Content Removal action to the Group Activity Log 
   -Remove Associated HashTags 
   -Count +1 to "Successfully Deleted Contents Counter" 
       END-DO 
    ELSE  !  Do Nothing. ie. Skip to the next ElementOfContent jn the outer FOR loop. 
    End-IF 
 END-DO 
END-FOR 
DISPLAY SummaryCount Deleted/Seen:  "Count of Contents/topics/deleted/seen". 
Tidy up before Exit 
EXIT-RETURN TheDeleteContentProcedure 

!   >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
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Notes about the Code Logic: 
 
Note 1 - ElementOfContent - a definition. "One item of Content may contain many elements." 
"Content" has already been described as "all Messages, Photos, Albums, associated HashTags, Attachments of any file type 
& Files in the files area.". Here it should be carefully noted that "Content" may well be a Topic with multiple Messages 
with multiple Images with multiple Attachments containing multiple file types including multiple Images. 
A Topic typically contains multiple messages from multiple subscribers. 
 
Note 2  - Previously deleted content is usually skipped. 

 Previously deleted content marked "#Is_Deleted_By_GIO" is skipped unless we are removing content 
COMPLETELY. 

 ie. Once content has been marked as deleted it does not get deleted "again" until such time as Group Settings 
change to allow "complete removal". See Group Settings GS-DA-NR, above. 

 Note: Group Settings might change at any time and are effective immediately. 
 
Note 3 - Deleted Content Count may be higher than first expected. 

 A single topic can contain multiple messages, images and attachments of various kinds. 

 Successfully removing just ONE such topic, say, would count ALL the elements yielding a count far bigger than 1. 

 This is expected behaviour because "Content" in GIO comprises many elements. 
For example: 

The single topic "World War Two" might have the initial message and 43 images.  
237 replies would make it a busy topic.  
Amongst those replies there may be 749 attachments & 147 additional images. 

Removing just that one topic would yield a Deleted Content Count of 1,177 items. (1 + 43 + 237 + 749 + 147) 

 
Note 4a - No content might be removed successfully -by a regular subscriber. 

 A subscriber may well select a range of Content and attempt to remove it.  

 If that Content is not "owned" by that subscriber then the logic would fail to remove any messages whatsoever.  

 This is expected behaviour because regular subscribers are only allowed to remove their own content. 
 
Note 4b - No content might be removed successfully -by an Unprivileged Moderator. See M-NOTDEL above. 

 A Moderator may well select a number of items of content and attempt to remove them.  

 If the Moderator is NOT privileged to remove content then the logic would fail to remove any messages whatsoever.  

 This is expected behaviour because an unprivileged Moderator is not allowed to remove content. 
 
Note 5 - Too much content may be removed - by a Privileged Moderator. See M-DELYES above. 
A Privileged Moderator may well remove more content than intended. Care should be taken that the content identified is indeed the 
content to be removed. 
For example:  

 A Content Search for just "John Doe" may well deliver content from multiple subscribers.  

 If the intention was to only remove certain "John Doe" content from certain dates, say, then the search was not specific 
enough. 

 If the Moderator then proceeds to delete that content, then too much content will have been removed. 

 This is expected behaviour because a Privileged Moderator should use Content Search carefully. 
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Delete "Undo" is not sensible 
The aim of this proposal is to REMOVE CONTENT from a database of Content. Producing an UNDO function is not 
sensible in the circumstances. More advanced options of database products would allow for "transaction rollback" and 
"transaction roll forward" if required. 

Evidence Trail for compliance proof & audit. 
Privacy Legislation requires compliance with large financial penalties for failure to comply. Reputational damage may 
well  threaten the good name of GIO as a reliable product. 
 
This proposal argues strongly to make "Delete Content" simple for all intended users of the system. 

Consideration about if/how deleted Content is evidenced in that Content.  
Here are some suggested wordings for removed Content where a ReasonForDelete is required by Group Settings Policy. 
Consideration has been given for the content of Messages, Images, Attachments & Files.  
See Group Setting GS-DA-WR, above. 
 
For all content types the Replacement Wording is: 

A. "This Content was removed by Subscriber - [Subscriber Name, Date-Removed, ReasonForDelete ]" 
B. "This Content was removed by Moderator -[Subscriber Name, Date-Removed, ReasonForDelete ]" 
C. "This Content was removed by Unsubscribing -[Subscriber Name, Date-Removed, "Group Policy" ]" 

 
For Attachments & Files of different file types that are not an image: (PDF,Spreadsheet & any other file type)  

Create a .TXT file with the Replacement Wording. 
 
For all Images: (Including Attachments & Files that are images.) 

Create a JPG image containing the Replacement Wording. 

 

A subscriber left a while ago. How do we comply with a request to delete Content? 
With this proposal the problem becomes a breeze. A suitably privileged Moderator (or Group Owner) would be tasked 
with using "Content Search", select applicable Content & then proceed to delete that Content.  
Full Audit Trail & Activity logging becomes automatic. 
 
 


